
5. Localise your long-term assignments

Are you providing assignment-related benefits and allowances 
to employees who have been in the host country for five years 
or more? Avoid paying for long-term assignment benefits 
indefinitely by adopting a localisation policy.

6. Review your per diems

Do you pay your short-term assignees the same per diem  
as your business travellers? Daily rates for business travellers 
assume employees stay in hotels with no access to catering 
facilities and may be overcompensating short-term assignees 
living in apartments who can cook for themselves.

7. Refine your cost of living approach

ECA publishes three index types which vary in generosity 
depending on assumptions about the employee’s shopping 
habits. If you use the same index type for all assignments, 
you could reduce costs by using cost-effective indices 
where appropriate, for developmental rather than strategic 
assignments, for example, or after the first year of an  
assignment when the assignee has adapted. 

Cost of living allowances can also be limited by calculating  
them using spendable tables rather than a fixed proportion  
of net salary and capping the spendable amount to which  
the cost of living index is applied.

8. Make sure you’re compliant

Unnecessary costs can be incurred by falling foul of immigration, 
tax or reporting obligations. Have you suffered penalties before 
or are there areas where you know you may be falling short e.g. 
short-term business travel? Identify the largest areas of risk and 
consider investing in technology to help you track liabilities.

9. Manage tax planning

Tax can have a huge impact on the overall cost of assignments. 
Make sure you maximise the many expatriate tax reliefs available 
in various countries, carefully structure contracts and allocate 
costs appropriately between home and host employers.

10. Adopt technology

Even the smallest GM programmes can benefit from automating 
processes like salary calculations and cost projections. Companies 
with larger mobile populations could consider assignment 
management systems that centralise and automate a wider 
range of processes and provide analytics to identify even more 
areas for improvement. 

ECA’s Global Mobility and Covid-19 survey found that almost half 
of companies are expecting to have to reduce the cost of their 
mobility programmes, or have already been instructed to do so. 
As cost containment was already a priority for many companies 
before the pandemic, some may be struggling to identify 
where to make further savings. 

To help you get started, we’ve prepared a list of 10 areas where 
there may be opportunities to save costs. For more ideas, check 
out the full article on our website, written by ECA’s Head of 
Production, Rebecca Darling, or get in touch to find out how 
our consultants can help you review your policies and harness  
our technology solutions to optimise costs.

1. Run cost projections

To identify where savings can be made you need to have a 
good understanding of your mobility programme costs. Cost 
projections can help to control costs if they are used as part 
of the approval process for assignments and can be used to 
compare scenarios to identify the most cost-effective option. 

2. Review your policies and  
compensation approach

Changing business needs may mean adopting new assignment 
types, so make sure your policies are fit for purpose and 
cost-effective.  If you currently use the same policy for all 
assignments of a certain type, costs can be reduced by linking  
the generosity of benefits and allowances to the importance  
of the assignment. Business-critical assignments should receive 
more generous terms than those initiated for developmental  
or personal reasons.

The way you calculate pay for mobile employees should be 
flexible enough to save costs where you can. For example, while 
the local-plus approach does not guarantee cost savings in  
all scenarios, having it as an option means you can use it in  
the cases when it does.

3. Define a process for managing exceptions

Individual exceptions can accumulate into large costs for the 
company. Implementing a process for managing and authorising 
exceptions will reduce administration as well as direct costs, and 
tracking exceptions in assignment management software will 
help identify areas of your policy that may need review.

4. Re-tier and cap benefit provision

Do all your assignees receive the same level of housing support? 
Savings could be made by linking provision to a lower benefit 
level for more junior employees, for example. If you already tier 
these benefits, consider moving them all down one level in your 
provider’s housing table. 

If you have allowances defined as percentages of salary 
(mobility and location allowances being typical examples),  
you could set a maximum salary on which to calculate them. 
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